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Councillor Denise Jones (Chair) – (Leader of the Council)
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Appendix 1
Olympic and Paralympic Games Programme Objectives for lead Olympic stakeholders
(referenced in paragraph 14)
**Olympic & Paralympic Games Programme Objectives**

### Strategic Objectives

1. **To stage an inspirational Olympic and Paralympic Games for the athletes, the Olympic Family and the viewing public.**
   - 1.1 LOCOG - Deliver an inspirational environment and experience for athletes and provide a first class experience for the Olympic Family and spectators.
   - 1.2 LOCOG - Meet IOC and IPC needs and specifications, including venue overlays.
   - 1.3 LOCOG - Ensure effective and efficient planning and operation of the Olympic and Paralympic Games (including security, transport, technology, health, volunteering and accessibility).
   - 1.4 LOCOG - Maximise audience size at venues.
   - 1.5 LOCOG - Secure support and engagement across all sections of the UK public.
   - 1.6 LOCOG - Deliver effective media presentation and maximise global audience size.
   - 1.7 LOCOG - Communicate Olympic values across the world, particularly amongst young people.
   - 1.8 LOCOG - Stage inspiring ceremonies and cultural events.
   - 1.9 LOCOG - Deliver an operating surplus from the Olympic Games and Paralympic Games.
   - 1.10 LOCOG - Operate sustainable and environmentally responsible Olympic Games and Paralympic Games.

2. **To deliver the Olympic Park and all venues on time, within agreed budget and to specification, minimising the call on public funds and providing for a sustainable legacy.**
   - 2.1 LDA - Assemble and remediate land for Games venues.
   - 2.2 ODA - Create infrastructure and facilities associated with Games venues to time and agreed budget in accordance with the principles of sustainable development.
   - 2.3 ODA - Deliver Olympic and Paralympic venues to time, to design and building specification and to agreed budget, providing for agreed legacy use.
   - 2.4 HMG - Secure smooth flow of public funds to the ODA.
   - 2.5 ODA - Deliver necessary transport infrastructure for Games, and devise and implement effective transport plans which provide for legacy use.
   - 2.6 ODA - Deliver agreed sustainable legacy plans for the Olympic Park and all venues.
   - 2.7 BOA - Deliver a viable London Olympic Institute.

3. **To maximise the economic, social, health and environmental benefits of the Games for the UK, particularly through regeneration and sustainable development in East London.**
   - 3.1 HMG - Maximise the economic, social, health and environmental benefits the Games bring to the UK and all sections of the UK population.
   - 3.1.1 HMG - Maximise the employment and skills benefits for the UK arising from Games-related business.
   - 3.1.2 HMG - Maximise the wider economic benefits of the Games across the UK, including those for tourism and business promotion.
   - 3.1.3 HMG - Maximise cultural benefits from hosting the Games and the Cultural Olympic.
   - 3.1.4 HMG - Maximise social benefits, including in health, education and volunteering, of hosting the Games.
   - 3.1.5 HMG - Ensure that the Games contribute to Sustainable Communities priorities, including the wider Thames Gateway.
   - 3.1.6 HMG - Agree and promote sustainable development and procurement policies, including commitments to sustainable energy and waste management goals.
   - 3.1.7 HMG - Promote positive images of the UK to an international audience.
   - 3.1.8 HMG - Ensure the UK’s diverse communities are engaged with, and benefit from, the changes and opportunities arising from hosting the Games in the UK.

4. **To achieve a sustained improvement in UK sport before, during and after the Games, in both elite performance – particularly in Olympic and Paralympic sports – and grassroots participation.**
   - 4.1 BOA - Secure UK Olympic and Paralympic athletes’ success in the Games.
   - 4.2 HMG - Maximise British athlete success in the Olympic and Paralympic Games through investing funds in, and supporting, our most talented athletes.
   - 4.3 HMG - Secure long-term benefits to elite sport competitors – particularly in Olympic and Paralympic Sports.
   - 4.4 HMG - Maximise increase in UK participation at community and grass-roots level in sport and across all groups.
   - 4.5 Mayor - Maximise increase in London participation at community and grass-roots level in all sport and across all groups.
   - 4.6 HMG - Implement viable legacy use for Olympic sports facilities outside London.
   - 4.7 Mayor - Implement viable legacy use for Olympic sports facilities in London.
   - 4.8 HMG - Work with those in other countries, particularly those in development, to promote sport excellence and participation.
   - 4.9 BOA - Promote, through sport, the Olympic ideals across the 2012 programme.
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Appendix 1
Extracts from the Olympic Delivery Authority’s *Transport Plan for the
London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games*, showing the Olympic
Park (figure 7.1), the route for the Walk Race (figure 8.4) and the route
for the Marathon (figure 8.5)
(referenced in paragraph 132)
Figure 8.4
Walk Race Route
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The key to the sports icons is featured on the inside back cover.
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This map is reproduced from Ordnance Survey Material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty's Stationary Office. © Crown Copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown Copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. All rights reserved. Olympic Delivery Authority. 100046062. 2006.
Figure 8.5
Marathon Route